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Reflection: 

• Is there a difference between ‘knowing God’ and ‘knowing 

about God’? What? 

 

• Is it possible to do one without the other? 

The purpose of these supplementary notes are first to provide an outline of key points from the PTC Course 

Notes, and second to provide some extra information that may fill out your understanding of the subject in 

question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowing God 

 

 

 

 

Knowing God has a lot to do with ‘authority’. Authority is the right or power to require 

obedience (hence the reason why often our world rejects this idea when it pertains to God – 

should anyone else but me have a ‘right’ over my life?!). A fundamental Christian principle is 

that God has ultimate authority – not just over the individual’s life but over all things. 

Authority lies in God. 

 

Over the ages Christians have appealed to an array of ‘authorities’.1 For example: 

 

• ______________________ (such as the Apostles, Athanasius and Nicene Creeds) – 

summaries of Christian truths developed from the 3rd century to state basic Christian 

faith positions. Often, they were developed at times of theological confusion to 

correct error. Do they capture the full picture? They are 300 years after Jesus, is that 

a problem? 

 

• _______________________ (such as the 39 Articles (1571) and the Westminster 

Confession (1647)) – statements of Christian faith which belong to the Reformation 

and Post-reformation periods. They are much fuller than the creeds and often reflect 

the position of one denomination of the Christian Church. How do we know that 

denomination got it right? They are 15-1600 years after Jesus, is that a problem? 

 

• The __________________________ – according to this approach the ‘mind of God’ 

can be discovered by consulting the main trend of Christian opinion at any one time. 

Do all have to agree? Who do we listen too – clergy, church synods, lay, the Pope, 

theologians who write books? 

 

• ___________________________ – this approach begins with actual human 

experience of God and then tries to determine what is true and what is not. While 

one can not tell another what they did or didn’t experience, how is it that we 

distinguish between objective truth and subjective opinion? What if there are truths 

about God that are beyond our experience (i.e. The Trinity)? 

 

                                                 
1  Adapted from B. Milne’s Know the Truth – a handbook of Christian belief (Leicester: IVP, 1998), 26-29. 
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Exercise: 

• On the following axis – How do you know God? By faith or by reason (or 

somewhere in between)? Why? 

 

FAITH         REASON 

• _______________________ – This approach claims that Christian truth consists in 

what can be demonstrated about God by logical reasoning. Is God then limited to my 

rational capacity? More will be said about this below. 

 

• ______________________ – This approach is often interpreted as the prompting of 

the Holy Spirit. Subconsciously knowing what it is that God wants one to do. While 

the Holy Spirit does fulfill a crucial understanding of authority should it be the 

ultimate authority. What if the ‘inner voice’ is saying something contrary to 

Scripture? 

 

What then is the ultimate authority? And how do we know? 

 

 

The Gospel-way of Knowing God 

 

What does the gospel teach us about Knowing God? 

 

An easy way to remember: 

  

 G – ______________________ 

 

 R – ______________________ 

 

 A – ______________________ 

 

 C – ______________________ 

 

 E – ______________________ 

 

 

Let’s look at each: 

 

____ – Gracious Revelation 

• We know God because he has taken the initiative by  

a) sending his Son to  

b) tell what he has done.  

This is ‘revelation’ (Jn 1:1, 18; 14:6-9; 1 Cor 1:30; Col 2:2-3) 

 

• Human reasoning or experiment or insight fades in significance to the ‘revelation’ 

that comes from God through his Son and then from those appointed ambassadors 

empowered by the Holy Spirit (2 Cor 5:18-6:2). 
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____ - Relies on Human Language: 

• Jesus came, born into humanity – to a time, place, family and culture. He was a Jew, 

a man, he had parents and, lived in Palestine. 

• Without his humanity he could not have represented humanity (c.f. Heb 2:14-18; 

4:14-16). 

• And so, the gospel came in human form – through human words and language – 

spoken by human messengers – to be understood by humans (as opposed to an 

innate knowledge that everyone just has implanted in them!) 

 

____ – Actively involves God’s servants 

• The gospel is intimately connected with humanity – it addresses human sin. 

• This victory was not simply announced – it was given to servants to preach – so that 

others are saved through the same gospel (Matt 28:18-20 and c.f. 2 Cor 5:18-6:5).  

• Their work is God’s work and its success is not by the power of the servants, but by 

the power of God (c.f. 1 Cor 1:26-2:5; 2 Cor 4:1-6; 1 Thess 2:13). 

• Note however, that although it is God’s work, we should not deny the labour and toil 

of those who were the messengers of that word (2 Cor 6:4-5). 

 

_____ - Calls for a response 

• The gospel is more than knowledge – it is a message that brings reconciliation and 

creates a relationship in those who receive it with faith and repentance. 

• The gospel brings us under the Lordship of Christ (2 Cor 10:5). 

• The appropriate response is to submit to the Lordship of Christ – the gospel teaches 

us how to live. 

 

_____ - Entails both Faith and Reason 

• There is not a conflict between faith and reason (although many suggest there is) 

• The gospel is from God and is about God. Knowledge of God comes from God, so in 

order to know, we have to at least have faith that God is revealing (c.f. Matt 11:27).  

• God’s way of approaching is through the gospel. Yes, we should believe, yet note 

that God has chosen to communicate in rational reasoned speech – the gospel.  

• Reason is presupposed in those who are able to hear. God saves and he tells us using 

rational human nature (c.f. Is 1:18; 2 Cor 5:11; 1 Peter 3:15). 

 

• The gospel is about a person who invites people into a relationship – Although 

reason has its place in coming to know God, it should be remembered that we are 

primarily talking about a relationship (we love and he loves simply because that is 

the way it is! – can you think of a mathematical equation that gives sufficient reason 

for why you love your parent?) 

• Faith is worth nothing unless it is in Jesus Christ, but reason is distorted unless it 

submits to Christ. The two are distinct, but they go together. 

 

 

The only way to knowledge of God is for God to freely place himself 

within our range of perception and renew our fallen understanding. 

Hence if we are to know God and have any adequate basis for our 

Christian understanding and experience, revelation is indispensable. 

   Bruce Milne2 

 

 

 

                                                 
2  Know the Truth, 31. 
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Reflection: 

 

• Come up with (at least) three reasons why knowing God by ‘faith’ is 

valuable. 

 

 

 

• Come up with (at least) three reasons why knowing God by ‘reason’ is 

valuable. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowing the Truth of God 

 

So why is the gospel believed? It speaks of a _____________________ that draws the 

created and creator together. We can see that in two ways: 

 

1) The persuasive power of the Gospel 

• The New Testament gives three reasons for us to believe. 

 

i. _______________________ 

• Jesus has had a profound effect on the history of the world – shaping people from 

every generation since his own. His effect can be seen in his words (morally wise and 

spiritually true – c.f. Matt 5-7), his life (consistent with his words) and in his 

relationships (which profoundly affected so many – for good and for ill). 

 

ii. _______________________ 

• The resurrection is God’s assessment of the life of Jesus – a resounding affirmation 

of what he did and what he said. 

• 1 Corinthians 15 (6-8) accounts for at least 513 witnesses to the resurrected Jesus – 

this number does not include the women who were recorded in the Gospels as the 

first witnesses. These witnesses were listed so that they could be asked to verify to 

truth of what was being claimed. 

 

iii. ________________________ 

• Part of the persuasive power of the gospel is the context in which it is found. The 

gospel should not have been surprise, in that God prepared beforehand as recorded 

in the scriptures, that Jesus would come and fulfill all by dying and rising again (c.f. 

Luke 24:44-49; Acts 2:29-32).  

• In studying the Old Testament, God bears witnesses to the true Jesus in a way that 

gives opportunity for the reader to examine (c.f. Acts 17:11). 
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Reflection: 

• Someone tells you that they have ‘received a word from 

the Lord’ – have they? How can you know? 

 

2) The persuasive power of the Holy Spirit 

 

• Christians can only commend the gospel to others in as far as we can speak of Christ. 

We cannot create faith or demand belief. That is the work of the Holy Spirit. 

• In the Bible the work of God in applying the salvation accomplished by Christ on the 

cross is often attributed to the Holy Spirit 

- repentance (Acts 16:14-15) 

- new birth (Jn 3:1-8),  

- indwelling (Jn 7:37-39; Rom 8:9) 

- and sanctification (Rom 8:13). 

 

• The gift of the Holy Spirit is the most characteristic feature of the gospel’s work  

- by the Spirit we call on God our Father and Jesus our Lord (Jn 14:16-20; 1 

Cor 12:3),  

- by the coming of the Spirit we know that God has accepted lost (Gentiles) – 

as sons, children, heirs (Rom 8:15-17),  

- in the power of the Spirit we bear fruit (of the Spirit) that the Law on its 

own could not produce (Gal 5:22),  

by the Spirit we know that one day our fulfillment will come (2 Cor 1:21-22; 

Eph 1:13-14).3 

 

• It is the work of the Holy Spirit in understanding God by inspiration and illumination 

that is of key importance.  

o It is by the inspiration of the Spirit that Scripture exists (2 Pet 1:21). 

o It is by the illumination of the Spirit that hearts are opened and minds freed 

up to believe the gospel. (1 Cor 2:12-14). 

o Few (the Bible writers) have been inspired, but all Christians have been 

illuminated. Illumination allows us to see the truth of God’s inspired word. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

• The gospel, carried by the Spirit, has led to the Scriptures – and it is these scriptures 

that are the key source for any knowledge of God. It is for this reason that Scripture 

is called ‘special revelation’. That along with ‘general revelation’ is where we turn 

next week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3  P.F.Jensen, Doctrine 1 (Newtown: MTC Lecture Notes, 1998), 4. 
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For next Week: 

 

• Read the Moore Distance Doctrine 1 - Unit 2 Notes  
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Application: 

• In what ways can you ensure that your knowledge of God continues to 

grow? 

 

  


